Background: Alternative splicing (AS) is a process which generates several distinct mRNA isoforms from the same gene by splicing different portions out of the precursor transcript. Due to the (patho-)physiological importance of AS, a complete inventory of AS is of great interest. While this is in reach for human and mammalian model organisms, our knowledge of AS in plants has remained more incomplete. Experimental approaches for monitoring AS are either based on transcript sequencing or rely on hybridization to DNA microarrays. Among the microarray platforms facilitating the discovery of AS events, tiling arrays are well-suited for identifying intron retention, the most prevalent type of AS in plants. However, analyzing tiling array data is challenging, because of high noise levels and limited probe coverage.
Results: In this work, we present a novel method to detect intron retentions (IR) and exon skips (ES) from tiling arrays. While statistical tests have typically been proposed for this purpose, our method instead utilizes support vector machines (SVMs) which are appreciated for their accuracy and robustness to noise. Existing EST and cDNA sequences served for supervised training and evaluation. Analyzing a large collection of publicly available microarray and sequence data for the model plant A. thaliana, we demonstrated that our method is more accurate than existing approaches. The method was applied in a genome-wide screen which resulted in the discovery of 1,355 IR events. A comparison of these IR events to the TAIR annotation and a large set of short-read RNA-seq data showed that 830 of the predicted IR events are novel and that 525 events (39%) overlap with either the TAIR annotation or the IR events inferred from the RNA-seq data.
Conclusions:
The method developed in this work expands the scarce repertoire of analysis tools for the identification of alternative mRNA splicing from whole-genome tiling arrays. Our predictions are highly enriched with known AS events and complement the A. thaliana genome annotation with respect to AS. Since all predicted AS events can be precisely attributed to experimental conditions, our work provides a basis for follow-up studies focused on the elucidation of the regulatory mechanisms underlying tissue-specific and stress-dependent AS in plants.
Background

Alternative splicing
Alternative splicing (AS) is an important mechanism implicated in eukaryotic gene expression, whereby exon segments of precursor-mRNA transcripts are joined together in different arrangements. In contrast to constitutive splicing, where all exons of a gene are joined together in a single fixed composition, AS is thus a mechanism which generates distinct mature mRNA transcripts from the same gene by variable use of splice sites. Many different types of AS events are known so far. The most common types are exon skipping, intron retention and the alternative usage of 5' or 3' splice sites. Exon skips have been shown to be the most prevalent type in mammals, whereas intron retentions account for most AS events in plant systems, such as A. thaliana [1] [2] [3] . Accumulating evidence suggests that in many instances the generation of alternative isoforms * Correspondence: johannes.eichner@uni-tuebingen.de 1 Friedrich Miescher Laboratory, Max Planck Society, Spemannstr. 39, 72076 Tübingen, Germany Full list of author information is available at the end of the article of a gene is not just transcriptional noise, but a specifically regulated process of physiological importance, as it, for instance, substantially contributes to the structural and functional diversification of cell types [4] . Consistent with this view, several studies of AS in different organisms reported that AS events may undergo differential regulation between tissues, i.e., the ratios of alternative transcript isoforms were observed to vary across tissues [5, 6] . This suggests that tissue-specific differential splicing plays a major role in the evolution of specialized cell and tissue types [7, 8] . Moreover, misregulation of AS may give rise to pathophysiological processes and has been associated with human diseases, such as cancer [9] , cystic fibrosis [10] , and many others [11] . Since AS has been extensively studied in mammals, but to a notably lesser extent in plants, we focused on the wellestablished model organism A. thaliana for investigating the regulation and prevalence of AS in plants. Environmental stresses have been found to impact AS in plants, and novel transcript isoforms appearing under biotic or abiotic stresses have been reported [3, [12] [13] [14] . Stressinduced AS is supposed to be mediated by altered levels, localization, or phosphorylation status of splicing factors [3] . Consequently, levels of mRNA isoforms change or new splice variants appear. This regulatory mechanism enables sessile plants to adapt their transcriptome in response to substantial environmental changes. Cold and heat stress, for instance, have been shown to result in altered splicing of SR protein pre-mRNAs [15, 16] , which are known to act as splicing factors that in turn affect alternative splicing of pre-mRNAs at a more global level. However, the whole complexity of the interaction network underlying stress-regulated AS events still remains to be elucidated by experimental and computational in-depth studies of AS in plants. Large-scale studies of AS are either based on sequencing mRNA transcripts or on the inference of AS events from splicing sensitive microarrays. Sequencing approaches are typically based on a mapping of expressed transcripts (e.g. ESTs, cDNAs or deep sequencing reads) to the genomic sequence of the studied organism using a spliced alignment algorithm, such as BLAT [17] . Arraybased approaches utilize microarray platforms which are purpose-built for the highly parallel quantitative profiling of alternative transcript isoforms on a genome-wide level. Unless very deep sequencing of transcriptomes becomes a routine and affordable, splicing-sensitive microarrays are still a viable alternative for detecting and profiling transcript isoforms [18] .
Splicing-sensitive microarray platforms
Since microarrays commonly used for gene expression profiling do not generally allow to accurately detect AS events, special array platforms have been developed for the characterization of transcript isoform variation. Most of them can be assigned to one of the following categories: tiling arrays, exon arrays and exon junction arrays [19] , each of which comes with its own advantages and limitations. Exon or exon junction arrays as well as tiling arrays enable de novo discovery of new transcript isoforms. One distinguishing feature of tiling arrays is that they are unbiased, as the tiling probes are designed independently of genome annotations. To measure the expression of individual isoforms relative to the overall expression of a gene, microarrays comprising both exon body as well as isoform-specific exon junction probes, have been widely used [6, 8] . The design of these arrays is often focused on a particular gene set of interest. In contrast to that, tiling arrays typically interrogate the whole non-repetitive portion of a genome with equally spaced probes, a design which is particularly suited for compact genomes, such as that of A. thaliana. Moreover, in contrast to exon arrays, which are mostly limited to monitoring exon skips and alternative 5' and 3' splicing owing to their probe design, tiling probes complementary to intronic regions enable the discovery of intron retention events, which account for more than 50% of the known AS events in A. thaliana [2] . Theoretically, all types of AS are detectable from tiling arrays, but in practice, probe density is a limiting factor. For instance the detection of alternative 3' or 5' splice site selection is very difficult with the Arabidopsis Tiling Array 1.0R by Affymetrix, because a substantial fraction of these events can only be detected from changes in a single probe set (44% of the ones annotated in TAIR7).
Methods for the analysis of splicing microarray data
Previous array-based approaches aiming at global analysis of AS in diverse organisms are mostly unsupervised and typically based on statistical testing. The widely used method MIDAS http://www.affymetrix.com/support/-technical/whitepapers/exon_alt_transcript_analysis_ whitepaper.pdf, which is part of the freely available R/Bioconductor package exonmap, [20] is based on the assumption that the signal level of an exon relative to the overall gene signal level is constant over samples for constitutively spliced exons. However, in the presence of AS significant differences in the logarithmized ratio of normalized exon and gene levels, which is referred to as splicing index, can be detected over samples using an ANOVA test. MADS is an algorithmically similar approach which is also based on splicing indices [21] . The main difference to MIDAS, which computes p-values on probeset-level, is that MADS performs the statistical test for the detection of differential splicing indices across samples on the probe-level and performs the summarization over probes afterwards. Purdom et al. developed another unsupervised method for the detection of AS from exon arrays, which is called FIRMA [22] . FIRMA extends the very popular robust multi-chip analysis (RMA) model. AS events are in essence inferred from high residuals of individual exon probe sets in the base RMA gene-expression model, since these indicate a high deviation of the observed from the expected signal level of an exon. All of the above-mentioned methods are based on the assumption that the expression level of single exons is equal to the overall gene expression level in the absence of alternative splicing, and consequently exon skips are inferred based on deviations from this behavior. However, a recent study reported that in practice a technical bias of exon array platforms leads to a dramatic overestimation of AS in the presence of differential gene expression. To correct for this bias, the authors developed the method COSIE, which adjusts splicing indices using a non-linear model that incorporates probeset-specific response characteristics and saturation effects [23] . All of these computational methods were developed for the analysis of data from exon (junction) arrays, and in practice they cannot easily be applied to tiling array platforms. Conceptually, however, many of their modeling approaches are applicable to tiling arrays as well. Most notably, the concept of relating the hybridization pattern of an exon or intron, for which AS is to be tested, to those of surrounding exons and introns in the same gene can be transferred to tiling arrays. One of the first approaches for tiling array-based inference of AS was developed by Ner-Gaon et al. [24] . It discovers retained introns based on untypically high hybridization signals. Specifically, hybridization intensities measured for individual introns of a gene are related to each other and to the mean exonic signal level by means of a one-way ANOVA test. Building on the key concept common to many of the above-mentioned methods that the hybridization pattern of a putatively skipped exon is expected to be dissimilar to those of surrounding exons (and likewise that retained introns deviate from the typical intron hybridization pattern), we developed a method for tiling array data which uses a new principle of inference. Instead of employing a statistical test, our method is based on supervised learning, and specifically makes use of well-studied Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers (see [25, 26] and references therein). In contrast to the unsupervised testing approaches, our method is trained on known AS events obtained from EST/cDNA databases or genome annotations. It proceeds in two steps: First, we predict single-sample confidence scores measuring the inclusion level of an exon or intron in the mature mRNA transcripts of a gene. In a second step, we integrate these confidences across samples to predict all-sample confidence scores for alternative splicing.
Results
We focused on two types of alternative splicing (AS) events, namely exon skips (ES) and intron retentions (IR), which can be detected sufficiently accurately with the given tiling array resolution.
A supervised machine learning approach for the identification of IR and ES requires a set of "labeled data", i.e., exons and introns which are known to be subject to AS or not. Such labeled data are needed for the training of classifiers, and provide a reference for the evaluation of the prediction accuracy and comparisons of different detection methods. Owing to extensive previous work, several thousand AS events have been annotated and confirmed by EST and cDNA sequences [27, 28] . As the SVM classifiers had to distinguish alternative from constitutive splicing, we also collected examples which are unlikely to be alternatively spliced. However, despite the existence of several AS databases and continuous improvements of gene annotations [29, 2, 27] , it remains a challenging task to assess for exons and introns which are not annotated as alternatively spliced, whether alternative isoforms may exist, but have not yet been sequenced. Arguably, exons or introns which are confirmed by many sequenced transcripts, none of which reveals an alternative isoform, are the best candidates for true constitutive splicing events [30] .
AS confirmed by EST and cDNA sequences
After aligning ESTs and cDNAs to the genome and inferring exon-intron structures (see Methods), we obtained confirmation counts for each exon and intron as the number of sequenced transcripts confirming both adjacent splice sites. To account for the higher quality of full-length cDNAs, we counted them twice. Based on these confirmation counts, we compiled a high-confidence sequence-confirmed splicing (SCS) data set as follows. As positive examples, it contains 762 IR and 173 ES events for which each isoform was found in at least two sequenced transcripts. To obtain a ratio between alternative and constitutive splicing that reflects current knowledge about the prevalence of AS in the A. thaliana genome [2, 31] , we included 14,492 constitutive exons and 13,132 constitutively spliced introns. These negative examples were sampled from exons and introns with confirmation counts greater or equal to 5, for which no alternative transcript had been sequenced. On average, constitutive exons and introns in the SCS set are confirmed by 15 and 19 sequenced transcripts, respectively. The composition of the exon and intron SCS data sets is available as supplemental material from Additional File 1 and 2, respectively.
A supervised two-stage approach for the identification of AS
In this work, we developed a supervised two-stage approach for the detection of IR and ES events from tiling array data (Figure 1) . At the core of the first stage, a set of support vector machine (SVM) classifiers distinguish exons from introns, based on features derived from their hybridization patterns and their relative position in the spliced transcript. We employed these exonintron classifiers to decide for each tissue or stress treatment in isolation whether a given mRNA segment (i.e., an exon or intron) is included or excluded in a mature mRNA transcript under this condition. This step is based on the assumption, that all included mRNA segments (i.e., constitutive exons and retained introns) show similar hybridization patterns, which can accurately be distinguished from those of excluded mRNA segments (i.e., constitutive introns and skipped exons). Subsequently, the resultant SVM scores were transformed into probabilistic confidences indicating the inclusion probability of a given exon or intron in the mature mRNA transcripts of a gene for a given condition.
Clearly, the difficulty of the exon-intron classification task, solved in the first stage, varies from gene to gene depending on the expression level, as the difference between the hybridization signals of intronic and exonic probes increases with gene expression. To alleviate the expression-dependent differences of exonic and intronic signal levels, we employed a meta-classifier, consisting of M = 10 SVM classifiers, each of them specialized to a certain range of expression values. These ten SVM classifiers were independently trained on hybridization patterns corresponding to exons and introns not included in the SCS data set and posterior class probabilities estimated (see Methods). We verified that this metaclassifier consisting of several expression-specific SVM classifiers indeed achieved higher accuracy than a single SVM classifier (Additional File 3).
In the second stage, another layer of classifiers integrates these single-sample inclusion probabilities across multiple hybridization samples to predict alternatively spliced segments. We trained different SVM classifiers for the prediction of different types of AS. One of these classifiers learned to infer ES events from untypically low exon inclusion probabilities; another one was trained to detect IR events from untypically high inclusion probabilities of introns. In addition to the samplespecific inclusion probabilities, we provided these predictors of AS with sample-matched gene expression values allowing them to re-weight the inclusion probabilities in an expression-dependent manner.
The proposed two-layer architecture allows to optimally use the existing labeled data: abundant constitutive splicing events are used to train the model dealing with highly variable the hybridization intensities to obtain stable exon/intron inclusion rates, while the much fewer AS events are used to predict AS based on the inclusion estimates.
Prediction accuracy assessed in comparison to genome annotation and sequence data
In order to assess the prediction accuracy of the exonintron classifiers, applied in the first stage of our method, we performed a 5-fold cross-validation on a large set of 71,928 constitutive exons and 47,952 constitutive introns, obtained from the TAIR annotation [27] . For this purpose, we employed receiver operating characteristic (ROC) as well as precision-recall analysis. Depending on gene expression levels, exon-intron classifiers achieved values for the area under the ROC curve (auROC) ranging from 0.85 to 0.99 indicating very high accuracy ( Figure 2A ). Precision-recall plots further confirmed that exons can be distinguished from introns with very high recall rates at a low false discovery rate ( Figure 2B ). In addition to gene expression level, as measured on tiling arrays, two more factors were identified to influence classification accuracy. Sequence confirmation had a positive effect, partly, because it is also strongly correlated with gene expression level, but probably also because label uncertainty decreases as sequence confirmation increases ( Figure 2D ). Furthermore, the number of tiling probes interrogating an exon or intron also impacts prediction performance. Accuracy was found to increase with the number of informative probes, especially for genes expressed at low levels ( Figure 2C ). The accuracy values shown here are the result of carefully selecting features on the basis of their discriminatory power (see Additional File 4). Whereas a reliable benchmark set for exon/intron classification could readily be obtained from the annotation, assessing the accuracy of AS predictions resulting from the second-stage classifiers was more challenging. Here we used the EST/cDNA-based SCS data set (see above) to evaluate our predictions of AS in a 5-fold cross-validation. ROC plots show a large overlap between our predictions and the SCS data ( Figure 3 ), notwithstanding the fact that there are caveats to the direct comparison between array-based and sequence-confirmed AS events. Importantly, tissues and conditions analyzed with tiling arrays are not matched to those sampled by ESTs and cDNA sequencing, and due to inconsistent labeling of EST origin, it is hardly feasible to filter EST data for a more direct comparison to tiling array data. The lack of deep EST and cDNA data for some of the conditions represented in the tiling array data sets analyzed here implies that cases which are labeled as constitutively spliced in the SCS data set, may potentially be true examples of alternative splicing if a broader set of conditions is Area under the curve ROC score considered. Effectively, this can result in exaggerated estimates of the false-discovery rate of tiling array-based predictions of AS as benchmarked on the SCS data set. Similarly, such a comparison likely underestimates the true recall rate of our AS predictions. Nonetheless, the strong enrichment of our predictions with known cases of AS directly confirms the validity of many of these predictions and allows us to estimate an upper bound of the false discovery rate.
A comparison of supervised and unsupervised AS detection methods
Although it is difficult to estimate absolute values for the accuracy of tiling array-based predictions of AS using the SCS data set as a benchmark, it is, however, useful to compare the predictions of different methods to each other in terms of their relative enrichment with known cases of AS contained in the SCS data set.
Since most of the previous array-based approaches for profiling or discovery of AS events [21, 22, 32] are restricted to other types of microarray platforms, such as exon and/or exon junction arrays, it was not possible to directly compare our method to these approaches.
Here, we selected two representative tiling array-based approaches for the method comparison; an approach by Ner-Gaon et al. [24] , which had to be modified to enable a direct comparison to our method, and another ANOVAbased test, similar to MIDAS http://www.affymetrix.com/ support/technical/whitepapers/exon_alt_transcript_analy-sis_whitepaper.pdf. Both methods are unsupervised, relying on statistical testing. In essence, the former approach identifies potentially retained introns for which the mean probe signal is significantly higher than the mean signal of other introns of the same gene and statistically similar to the mean exonic signal. Similarly, the naive ANOVAbased approach directly takes the hybridization signals as input. First the overall gene expression levels are normalized to correct for expression differences across experimental conditions. Subsequently, the statistical test identifies differentially spliced introns, based on the assumption that their normalized probe signal levels significantly differ between the analyzed samples.
We compared the three different array-based methods for the identification of IR events relative to the SCS data set by means of ROC analysis. We found that IRs predicted by our supervised learning approach are significantly stronger enriched for sequence-confirmed AS events than the results of the two other AS detection methods that are based on statistical tests ( Figure 4A ). Particularly, precision-recall curves show that both statistical testing methods achieve considerably lower agreement with known AS events ( Figure 4B ).
Moreover, we evaluated to what extent different design choices (i.e., different SVM kernels) and tiling arrayderived features contributed to the accuracy of our method and how it compares to simpler ad-hoc procedures for the inference AS events (Additional File 5).
Genome-wide identification of AS
Using the SVM-based predictors of AS, we conducted a whole-genome analysis of all introns contained in the top 50% of TAIR annotated genes with highest expression level. We tested a total of 53,669 internal exons and 68,006 introns, contained in 9,745 and 11,528 TAIR annotated genes, respectively.
To quantify the uncertainty associated with each prediction, SVM outputs were transformed to probabilistic confidences using the SCS data sets as a reference (see Figure 5 ). Taking a stringent cutoff, conservative genome-wide predictions included 1,355 IR events.
We also performed a whole-genome screen for exon skips, which resulted in the prediction of 1,839 candidates that are expected to be enriched with exon skipping events. However, the predicted ES events are considered as unreliable, as the observed overlap with the SCS data set is substantially lower. The IR and ES events predicted genome-wide are available as supplemental material in Additional Files 6 and 7. The confidence scores computed for all introns and exons considered in our genome-wide study of AS can be found in Additional File 8.
External validation against AS events derived from RNAseq data
We performed an additional external validation of our genome-wide predictions of IR by comparing them to a recently published RNA-seq data set [14] . From the RNA-seq read data, which covers diverse abiotic stress conditions, we derived IR events (see Methods) and determined the overlap with tiling array-based predictions. More than 25% of our predictions are also supported by the RNA-seq data -a > 9-fold enrichment over random ( Figure 6A ). We note, however, that annotated AS events are more strongly overrepresented among our predictions (13-fold enrichment) ( Figure 6B ) and furthermore that the overrepresentation of annotated AS events among those derived from RNA-seq data is weaker (7.5-fold) ( Figure 6C ). Thus, tiling arraybased inference of AS recovered annotated IR events more accurately than could be achieved with a comprehensive RNA-seq data set [14] . This result can in part be explained by the fact that the tiling array data set covers a richer set of experimental conditions than the RNA-seq data set. In total, 525 out of our 1,355 genome-wide predictions of IR (almost 40%) are supported by either annotation or RNA-seq data with 124 events being present in all three sets. We expect that many more of our predicted AS events will be confirmed by more comprehensive sequence experiments.
Tissue-regulated and stress-induced AS
Inferring AS based on tiling arrays rather than EST and cDNA sequences has the advantage that complete information for all analyzed samples is available. We thus investigated splicing profiles across tissues and stress conditions for the set of genome-wide predicted AS events. To detect tissue-specific and stress-induced AS events, respectively, we implemented two scores integrating multiple samples on top of the single-sample inclusion probabilities, which were estimated in the first stage of our method. Tissue-regulated AS was inferred from high differences of tissue-specific inclusion levels. Stress-regulated events were identified based on varying inclusion levels between stress treatments and controls. Accordingly, we defined tissue and stress scores (see Methods section for details) and selected differentially spliced introns using a stringent cutoff.
We identified 478 IR events showing tissue-specific regulation. 244 IR events were found to be differentially included in mRNA transcripts between stress treatments and the corresponding controls. For 139 IR events we observed both tissue-specific and stress-dependent AS. The predicted AS events listed in Additional Files 6 and 7 are specifically marked to indicate tissue-specificity and/or stress-dependency. 
Discussion
Tiling arrays are well-suited to study AS in a plant model
Many of the commonly known biases and limitations inherent in sequence-based approaches for the study of AS are ameliorated by tiling arrays. EST coverage usually increases toward the 3' and 5' ends of transcripts as a consequence of over-representation of endsequence reads in the respective libraries, and similar biases resulting from oligo(dT)-based priming are commonly known for cDNAs [24] . Furthermore, traditional sequence-based approaches with limited sequencing depth inevitably result in a poor coverage of genes with low expression. Consequently, AS events occurring in genes with expression restricted temporally, spatially, or to certain environmental conditions are often missing or underrepresented in current databases. However, tiling array data exist and are publicly available for a large variety of tissues, developmental stages, and environmental conditions for many model organisms including A. thaliana [33] . Tiling arrays provide a well-suited platform for profiling AS in plants, not least because in contrast to other AS-sensitive arrays, only tiling arrays allow for the discovery of novel intron retention events. A better understanding of this most prevalent type of AS in plants will also contribute to the elucidation of the mechanistic differences in splicing between plant and animal systems.
Accuracy of the proposed method
With the amount of training data available for A. thaliana, SVMs were found to more accurately recover known IR events than the unsupervised statistical methods considered in our comparison. A possible explanation for this is the robustness of SVMs against high levels of noise as observed in the microarray data. Furthermore, statistical tests often rely on modeling assumptions (e.g., Gaussian distributions) which might not necessarily be true for real microarray data. In contrast to statistical methods which are normally exclusively based on normalized probe intensities, our SVMbased classifiers incorporate additional features, which were found to increase the classification accuracy (Additional File 4). We observed much lower accuracy for the ES classifier compared to IR predictions. This may be a consequence of ES events being less frequent in A. thaliana than IR events (173 confirmed ES events vs. 762 confirmed IR events in the SCS data set). Hence also the class distribution, i.e., the ratio between constitutively and alternatively spliced exons/introns, is much more imbalanced for ES events than for IR events (1 : 84 and 1 : 17 respectively), which makes the ES classification task more difficult.
Applicability of the proposed method
The supervised AS detection method proposed here is applicable to other organisms, provided that sufficient training data, i.e., EST/cDNA sequences, are available from genome annotations and sequence databases. Already at moderate sequencing depth, ESTs and cDNAs typically confirm sufficiently many exons and introns to derive ample training data for the exon-intron classification in the first step of the algorithm, and hence this should be applicable to a wide range of nonmodel organisms. The second step of our algorithm, which involves the training of SVM classifiers on known AS events, depends much more on comprehensive annotations. However, a statistical test could replace the supervised approach here, and this slightly modified strategy would also be applicable to species that are poorly annotated with respect to AS. Conceptually, our method could also be applied to focused array designs provided that intron probe sets are available. If exonexon junction probes were integrated on the employed array platform, the respective hybridization signals could be incorporated as additional connectivity features supporting the condition-dependent inclusion or exclusion of an exon in mature mRNA transcripts. Analogously, exon-intron junction probes could be utilized for the detection of retained introns. However, the analysis of exon arrays is not directly possible, because our method requires intronic signal levels for the estimation of single-sample inclusion probabilities.
Validation of tiling array-based AS predictions relative to EST/cDNA sequences, RNA-seq data, and the genome annotation
As most studies of AS have the goal to discover new AS events for which by definition no sequence-evidence exists, it has become a common practice to independently validate predictions by reverse-transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) experiments [24, 34] . This validation method provides an accurate means for assessing the confidence in predicted, as yet unknown AS events, but is typically only used to confirm a few dozen cases. Instead of performing biological validation experiments, we adopted an alternative strategy of evaluating our predictions on a set of known, sequence-confirmed AS events, derived from large collections of publicly available transcript sequences. Such a comparison can easily be based on thousands of cases, but there are caveats to the interpretation of the results. First, the number of AS events contained in our SCS test set is constrained by the number of available EST and cDNA sequences, which mostly cover highly expressed genes. Therefore, our evaluation set is biased toward high expression levels, which limits the generalizability of the results for genes expressed at low levels. Second, as the TAIR annotation as well as sequence databases are incomplete with respect to AS at present, an unknown number of constitutively labeled segments in our test set may actually undergo AS, and these mislabelings may distort evaluation results, particularly the estimation of false positives. To partially overcome these limitations, we complemented this first evaluation strategy by a comparison against ultra-high throughput sequencing data. These data were generated by Filichkin et al., who recently published a study of AS, for which they profiled several A. thaliana tissues and diverse stress conditions [14] using RNA-seq. The comparison of AS events inferred from tiling arrays to those independently derived from RNA-seq data showed a highly significant overlap between both sets of results (9.2-fold overrepresentation, p-value < 10 -221 ) ( Figure 6 ). Interestingly, even though RNA-seq is already replacing splicing-sensitive microarrays as the method of choice for studying AS [35, 36, 14] , the RNA-seq data presently available for A. thaliana does not appear to more accurately reflect annotated cases of AS ( Figure 6 ). Although these data set comparisons do not allow us to accurately estimate the performance of our tiling array-based inference, the large number of predictions supported by either RNA-seq-derived or annotated IR events (almost 40%) and the considerably smaller relative overlap between these two sets makes it plausible that many more of our predictions are valid ( Figure 6 ) and that the extent of AS is still likely to be underestimated.
A catalog of newly identified AS events will enable future research
The compilation of array-based predictions generated in this study adds to our current knowledge of the prevalence of AS in A. thaliana [27, 2, 37] and provides new insights into tissue-and stress-specific regulation of AS. The fact that our predictions were made with respect to a large, but well-defined panel of plant organs, developmental stages, and stress treatments is an advantage over sequence-based AS databases, for which sample origin information is typically difficult to map. Since we studied the tissue-dependent occurrence of isoforms, our work constitutes a starting point for functional characterization as well as for studying regulation of differential alternative splicing. The latter task could be approached based on correlation of expression patterns of known splicing regulators with the putatively targeted, "co-spliced" exons and introns, showing consistent splicing profiles across tissues. Furthermore, putative splicing factor binding sites could be detected, based on a search for overrepresented motives in the flanking sequences of co-spliced exons or introns. [8, 38] . Finally, a splicing-regulatory network integrating the predicted relationships between splicing factors and target exons and introns could be inferred for A. thaliana. To provide a basis for studying the mechanisms governing AS regulation and its physiological implications on a systems level, future research focusing on the elucidation of the regulatory interactions between trans-acting splicing factors and their cis-acting pre-mRNA motives appears promising.
Conclusions
In this paper we describe a supervised machine learningbased method for large-scale detection and profiling of alternative splicing from a quantitative tiling array platform.
While limited amounts of known AS events are available, which serve as labeled training data for supervised AS detection methods, the number of reliably annotated constitutive exons and introns is very large. We therefore designed a two-stage classification procedure which first learned to discriminate constitutive exons and introns in single samples and subsequently integrated scores across samples to obtain predictions of AS. Specifically, we trained ten SVMs in the first stage, which were specialized to appropriate ranges of gene expression, and discriminated exons from introns, based on diverse features derived from the corresponding hybridization pattern and position in the transcript. The predicted SVM scores were in turn transformed to probabilistic confidences which served as an estimator for the probability that a given exon or intron is contained in the mRNA of a gene expressed under a particular environmental condition. In the second step the single-sample inclusion probabilities were combined across samples for each exon and intron. The resulting all-sample score proved to be an appropriate means for the discrimination of constitutively and alternatively spliced segments and was found to be more accurate than the outcome of statistical tests when benchmarked against known AS events. We thus applied the all-sample SVM-based prediction score in a genomewide screen to discover novel IR events. Comparisons to a recently published comprehensive RNA-seq data set [14] and the latest genome annotation directly validated almost 40% of our genome-wide predictions and suggest that our method re-discovered AS events present in these benchmarking sets with an accuracy that is comparable to that of the presently available RNA-seq data.
Methods
Definition of ES and IR
As skipped exons we considered exons which are present in at least one transcript, while in at least one other transcript the same region is entirely contained in an intron. Additionally, we required that these two transcripts have at least one upstream exon and one downstream exon in common. As retained introns we treated introns which are spliced out from at least one isoform, while at least one additional isoform exists in which an exon spans the same region.
Inferring AS events from EST/cDNA sequences
The gene models used in this computational analyses of AS incorporate TAIR annotated transcripts, as well as EST/cDNA sequence information. We obtained full-length cDNA sequences from RIKEN [28] and additionally collected EST sequences from dbEST [39] (as of November, 15, 2007) . At first we built a cDNA/ESTbased gene structure using BLAT [17] to align EST/ cDNA sequences to the genome of A. thaliana. For detailed information about the pipeline used for generating the EST/cDNA-based gene structure we refer to Sonnenburg et al. [40] . We generated a second gene structure, which was parsed from a gff3-file containing the TAIR7 annotation [27] . The annotation-based gene structure was in turn combined with the EST/cDNAbased gene structure by merging overlapping transcripts located on the same strand. Finally, we built splicing graphs for each gene in which exons correspond to nodes with genomic coordinates and introns to joining edges between exons. AS was then inferred based on splicing graphs according to the definitions given above.
Generation of the SCS data set
In order to collect positive examples for the SCS set (see Table 1 ), we detected IR or ES events based on splicing graphs and included them in the SCS set, if both isoforms were confirmed by at least two EST/cDNA sequences. For the negative examples in the SCS set, which correspond to constitutive exons and introns, respectively, we required at least 5-fold EST/cDNA confirmation for each of the two adjacent splice sites. Since the high-quality cDNAs provide more reliable evidence for the existence of splice sites than EST sequences, we counted them twice.
In order to evaluate our method we compiled a representative SCS set, adapting the class distribution to the ratio r AS of alternatively spliced genes we would expect for the whole genome, based on published surveys of AS. We set r AS = 30%, using an overestimation of an EST/cDNA-based estimate by Wang et al. [2] who found that 22% of the genes in the A. thaliana genome undergo alternative splicing. Due to the limited amount of sequence data used in this study, the estimate reported by Wang et al. is likely to be an underestimation of the true ratio [3] . This view is also supported by the work of Simpson et al., who reported that AS is estimated to occur in a third of the genes in Arabidopsis [31] . We thus increased the ratio computed by Wang and Brendel to 30%, which is closer to current expectations about the prevalence of AS in A. thaliana.
Based on a list of genes undergoing sequence-confirmed AS events taken from the ASIP database http://www.plantgdb.org/ASIP/Download/, we determined the proportion of genes undergoing IR or ES events among all alternatively spliced genes which is r IE = 70; 9%. Combining the two estimated ratios, we computed the proportion of genes undergoing IR or ES events among all genes: r = r IE r AS = 21; 3%. The number of genes with a single isoform was chosen, such that this ratio r is reflected by the SCS set.
Since we evaluated the considered AS detection methods on a set of introns and exons, respectively, we had to infer the class distribution on the segment level from the ratio r determined on the gene level. To this end, we first determined the number intron retentions i a = 996 and exon skips e a = 259, which occurred in g a = 964 alternatively spliced genes, based on splicing graphs built from the EST/cDNA data. Given the number of alternatively spliced genes g a = (g a + g c ) ·r, we computed the number of single-isoform genes g g 84 for the exon SCS set (see Table 1 ). As the number of available constitutive introns and exons with high EST/ cDNA evidence was insufficient for adjusting the respective SCS sets to the predetermined class distributions, the corresponding segments were sampled with replacement from a basic population.
Array design
The expression data was measured by the Affymetrix GeneChip Arabidopsis Tiling 1.0R Array, which comprises more than 3.2 million perfect match and as many mismatch probes tiled throughout the whole non-repetitive portion of the A. thaliana genome. The central positions of adjacent 25-mer probes are spaced 35 base pairs on average, leaving a gap of approximately ten base pairs between the probes.
Experimental conditions of the hybridization samples
The analyzed dataset comprises signal levels measured in 11 tissues and developmental stages of the A. thaliana Col-0 referenced strain [41] , as well as hybridization data of 13 abiotic stress treatments [13] . The environmental stress response data were derived from plant seedlings, which were exposed to diverse stress conditions at preassigned time points. As three biological replicates were available for each hybridization sample, the whole dataset comprehends 72 tiling array experiments. For detailed information about the plant material, growth conditions, probe preparation, and array hybridization, the reader is referred to [41, 13] .
Normalization of the tiling array data
In order to compensate for background noise, crosshybridization, and probe-specific effects, we used diverse normalization techniques. We corrected for the uneven hybridization background of individual microarrays using a mean image subtraction technique [42] . To correct for the inherent variation of the laboratory experiments, which causes differing intensity distributions between arrays, the distributions of probe intensities were mapped to the mean of the empirical intensity distributions of all arrays by quantile normalization [43] .
Since the whole sequence of the Arabidopsis genome was known a priori [44] , we could address the problem of cross-hybridization by identifying repetitive k-mers in the genome and by excluding all repetitive probes from further analysis as described previously [45] . Probe-specific effects were alleviated by using a transcript normalization technique [46] .
SVM-based approach for the detection of AS
We formulated the problem of identifying IR and ES events as a supervised learning task and designed a twostage classification procedure. First, we trained SVMs to discriminate constitutive exons and introns in single samples. In a second step, the single-sample scores computed in the first step were integrated across samples to predict of IR and ES events.
Expression-dependent partitioning of the training data
As gene expression may differ dramatically between genes and experimental conditions, it is difficult to accurately define a global threshold, separating the likewise differing intronic and exonic probe signal levels. Intuitively, it would be more appropriate to choose such a threshold depending on gene expression. This could be achieved by discretizing the complete range of gene expression levels into a fixed number of intervals and defining a local threshold for each such interval. Based The table itemizes all data sets on which the classification performance of our methods was assessed, and specifies the positive and negative examples used for SVM training and evaluation.
on these considerations, we split the training data of the SVMs applied in Stage 1 (see constitutive segment set in Table 1 ) into ten disjoint expression bins and then trained ten SVM classifiers, each applicable for a welldefined range of gene expression. The limits of the ten expression bins were defined as the percentiles (P 10, P 20, ..., P 90 ) calculated from the distribution of the median exonic probe intensities measured under each condition for each gene.
Extraction of hybridization-based features for exon/intron classification
We trained SVMs on three types of features extracted from the signal levels and positions of the probes, complementary to a given exon/intron s and measured in sample t: absolute intensity features, F abs (s, t), relative intensity features F rel (s, t) and positional features F pos (s). The absolute intensity features are given by the vector F abs (s, t) = (P 20 , P 40 , P 50 , P 60 , P 80 ) composed of five local intensity percentiles. These percentiles provide a compact representation of the intensity distribution measured in sample t by the probes complementary to segment s. As each experiment was performed in triplicate, three measurements per probe were included in the calculation. The relative intensity features F rel (s, t) measure the relative expression level of an exon/intron s under the experimental condition t compared to the whole spectrum of observed probe intensities. These features are not correlated to the absolute expression features and correspond to histograms, built from the probe intensities measured for a certain exon/intron. The discrete intervals, i.e., bins, are defined based on N = 5 global percentiles L = (P 20 , P 40 , P 50 , P 60 , P 80 ) computed from the intensity distribution of all genic probes in all samples combined. As done for the local percentiles, probe intensities were pooled across replicates. Given the intensity vector representation I(s, t) = (I t1 (p 1 ),..., I t3 (p n )) of a segment/sample pair (s, t), which is measured in triplicate by the complementary probes p 1 ,..., p n , we calculated the components of F rel (s, t) by linear interpolation between the global percentiles L 1 ,..., L N . We first initialized F rel (s, t) = (0,..., 0), where each component corresponds to one of the N = 5 global percentiles. Next, we iteratively assigned each intensity value, i.e., component of I(s, t), to an interval, limited by either the first, the last, or two neighboring global percentiles. If the intensity value was outlying one of the outer global percentiles L 1 = P 20 and L N = P 80 , either the first or the last component of F rel (s, t) was increased by 1. Otherwise, if the intensity value was assigned to an interval limited by two global percentiles, the two corresponding components of F rel (s, t) i were increased in a weighted manner. We defined this increase as the reciprocal of the relative distance of the intensity value to the corresponding distance limit. Formally, the i-th component F rel (s, t) i of the feature vector F rel (s, t) is defined as:
where
Since exonic probe signal levels were found to unevenly run across transcripts and often tend to decrease with increasing distance to the 3' transcript end [46] , we additionally provided the SVM classifiers with positional features F pos (s) in order to compensate for this bias. These features measure the distances of the probes p 1 ,..., p n , complementary to an exon/intron s, from the 3' end of a spliced transcript. First, we arbitrarily defined distance limits L = (100, 300, 500,..., 1900), each corresponding to a certain number of nucleotides between a probe and the 3' transcript end. Then, we determined these distances for each probe p 1 ,..., p n and computed the positional feature vector F pos (s) by linear interpolation of the probe distances between the distance limits L, using the same procedure as for the relative intensity features.
Training and evaluation of exon/intron classifiers
For the exon/intron classification SVM models with linear kernel were trained for each of the ten expression bins and a 5-fold cross-validation was performed on the constitutive segment set (see Table 1 ) to assess the prediction accuracy. The data were partitioned such that 60% were used for training and 20% for model selection and testing, respectively. In each iteration the optimal value of the soft margin parameter C was determined on the validation set by grid search (C {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000}). The prediction accuracy was estimated on the test set in terms of auROC and averaged across the 5 folds to produce a single score. For SVM training and classification we used an efficient CPLEXbased implementation http://www.ilog.com/products/ cplex/ [47] .
Estimation of single-sample inclusion probabilities
To obtain a score measuring the sample-specific inclusion of exons/introns in mRNA transcripts, we transformed the predicted SVM scores to probabilistic confidences, which are comparable between variably parametrized SVMs trained on different datasets. In essence, the algorithm used for this purpose estimates the conditional likelihood P(y = 1 | f svm (s, t)) that segment s is an exon, given the SVM score of segment/ sample pair (s, t) and learns a mapping from SVM outputs to confidences, which is based on monotonically increasing piecewise linear functions. For a detailed description of the algorithm the reader is referred to Sonnenburg et al. [40] .
Detection of AS by integration of single-sample predictions
In the second stage of our classification procedure the single-sample inclusion probabilities were used as features for a second SVM-based model which was in turn applied to produce all-sample scores allowing for the detection of unspecifically regulated AS as well as tissue-regulated or stress-induced differential splicing. Since the array-based prediction of AS requires sufficiently high differences between intronic and exonic probe intensities, we restricted further analyses to the 50% genes with highest expression level. These genes were selected, based on the median signal level of the exonic probes, pooled across conditions and replicates.
The SVM classifiers of Stage 2 were provided with the single-sample inclusion probabilities from Stage 1 and additional expression features. First, each exon/intron was represented by a vector, composed of the inclusion probabilities predicted for each sample. The singlesample scores were sorted in descending order, such that the first and last component correspond to the sample with maximum and minimum inclusion probability, respectively. In a second step, this sorted single-sample score vector was concatenated with an expression feature vector of equal length, which captured the expression level of the flanking exons, given as the median signal level of the complementary probes. The expression feature vector was sorted in consistent order, such that dependencies between inclusion probabilities and gene expression levels could be learned. In order to distinguish retained from constitutive introns, linear SVMs were were trained and evaluated on the intron SCS set (see Table 1 ) using a 5-fold cross-validation. Analogously, we separately trained SVMs for the detection of ES.
To extract the IR and ES events predicted with highest confidence, we introduced a threshold for the Stage 2 SVM output values, corresponding to an estimated FDR of 0.5 and 0.7 on the intron and exon SCS set, respectively.
Detection of tissue-regulated and stress-dependent differential splicing the cutoff for the minimal mean exonic and maximal mean intronic transcript signal level proposed by Ner-Gaon, since we observed highly overlapping intensity distributions of exon and intron probes. Since the assignment of a prediction score to all introns in our SCS set was a necessary prerequisite for the subsequent ROC analysis, we omitted the Benjamini-Hochberg correction for multiple testing, which would have excluded genes with insufficient significance from further analysis. As the transcript classes defined by Ner-Gaon et al. do not capture all transcripts, we introduced an additional class for the undifferentiated transcripts not inclusive to one of the original classes by Ner-Gaon. Furthermore, for the computation of ROC curves, we had to change the numbering of the transcript classes, such that the predicted class index increases with higher confidence of AS. Subsequently, we mapped transcript classes to equivalent intron classes, since the classification performance was assessed on a set of introns. To obtain additional points in ROC space, we increased the number of discrete class labels, i.e. intron classes 1-4, by varying the significance level a used for the pairwise comparison of group means from 0.01 to 0. For this analysis we used the read data published in [14] (Short Read Archive accessions SRX006192, SRX006681, SRX006682, SRX006692, SRX006704, SRX006690, SRX006688) obtained with an Illumina Genome Analyzer 1G. We aligned the total of 210 million reads with Palmapper [48] against the A. thaliana genome (TAIR 9). In total we were able to align 75 million reads, out of which 4.2 million reads lead to a spliced alignment for the best hit. We merged the alignments of all libraries and to increase specificity of the alignments we filtered out those which had more than 1 mismatch or a minimal segment length in spliced alignments that was shorter than 8nt. We then considered every annotated intron in the TAIR 9 annotation and checked whether all of the following conditions were satisfied: (a) the median read coverage in the intron was larger than 2, (b) at least 75% of the intronic positions were covered by at least one read, (c) the mean intron coverage of the intron was at least 10% and at most 120% of the average coverage of the two flanking exons and the average coverage of the two flanking exons differed at most 4-fold. This led to a total of 3, 691 detected IR events out of 125, 921 annotated introns. After removing redundancy, we finally obtained 3, 450 IR events. We have also derived AS events using more stringent filtering settings, but did not observe a significantly increased enrichment when compared with the annotation (data not shown).
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